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NEW ACCESSIBLE TRAILS AT BBA

I

n October, Beaver Brook Association proudly
opened its newest accessible trails to the public.
They can be found at the Maple Hill Farm location
as well as some converted trails through a portion of
Cow Lane, Wildflower Trail, and a new trail, Lower
Meadow Trail.
Constructed this summer, the accessible trails are
designed for people needing a smooth surface and
relatively gradual grades. Spearheaded by BBA Trustee
Kim Colson, her “initial awareness for the need of an
accessible trail arose from seeing a friend who lives with
long-term ALS struggle to find places smooth enough
for her adaptive equipment.”
After a multi-year process, with input from the
wider community, organizations, committees, and
staff, the improved paths will take trail users through
three habitats: forest, meadow, and wetland. The
experience will provide enjoyment and education
from a variety of seasonal wildflowers, trees, birds, and
insects. The trail’s figure-eight design creates a variety
of unique perspectives and observation opportunities.
Individuals with a wheelchair, walker, cane, or
stroller will enjoy the firm and improved crushed
gravel surface, wider trails, and benches placed
throughout the areas. Colson adds that “people living
with heart or lung conditions will find the maximum
of 5.5% grade more approachable than many of our
other trails” and that the trails were designed to
“provide good visual natural boundaries to assist those

Paralympian Michael Whitehead cutting the ribbon that opened
BBA’s Accessible Trails with event organizers, from left, Lindsay
Jones, Jay Nannicelli, former Hollis Selectman Peter Band, and
Amanda Bouchard from Northeast Passage.

living with visual impairments to feel comfortable
using the accessible trails.”
The trails represent an important aspect of Beaver
Brook’s mission—the ability for anyone to have access
to nature, for both educational purposes and general
enjoyment. With help from granting foundations,
memorial funds, and community supporters, Beaver
Brook has been able to further our mission through
the creation of accessible trails in the heart of our
education corridor.
If you’re interested in attending a program that
uses our accessible trails, please call the main office or
email info@bbnature.org.

MANY THANKS
Accessibility Committee
Dave April, Craig Birch, Kim Colson, Thom
Davies, Peter Hacker, Wally Key, Gena
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and Mike Whitehead
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Inc.), BBA Staff, Wally Key, Glenn Lloyd, Jay
Nannicelli, Lindsay Jones, and Rivka Schwartz
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Frederick S. Lyford Memorial Fund; Claire
Goulder Memorial Fund; Christopher & Dana
Reeve Foundation; Norwin S. & Elizabeth N.
Bean Foundation; Barker Foundation; Robin
Colson Memorial Foundation; Nashua Rotary
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generous supporters

Communications and Grant-Writing
Gail Coffey, Kim Colson, Erin Kennedy, Lisa
Underkoffler, Becky Kellner, and Anna Birch
Northeast Passage
For information on innovative adaptive
equipment and barrier-free recreation, visit
www.nepassage.org.
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Beaver Brook is a lot of things to a lot of people.
— Thom Davies, former volunteer executive director

L

ike all of you, I’ve always appreciated Beaver Brook for its 35 miles of
trails, the stunning gardens, the dedication to land conservation,
the program offerings, and the community events. I wasn’t prepared for
how much more my appreciation would grow in such a short time.
In just a few months as executive director, I’ve had the pleasure
of experiencing the diversity of activities that go on at Beaver Brook:
summer camp, Music in the Garden, children’s storytime, scout projects,
weddings, memorials, retirement celebrations, trail maintenance, family
portrait sessions, teacher appreciation gatherings, grief workshops, school
groups, the Fall Festival, and more. And then there are the people we
don’t see—the ones out there hiking the trails for their health, reflection,
or observation.
I now understand what Thom meant and truly appreciate the wide
variety of ways that individuals form strong bonds with the natural
world under our care and management. I have been so deeply touched
witnessing firsthand the impact of these activities and the strength of the
relationships that result.
Looking back to the early days of the pandemic, Beaver Brook was
faced with huge challenges and there was great uncertainty in our future.
But over the last 20 months, the involvement and support from the
community have been substantial. All of our programs have been highly
attended. We’ve hosted more private events this year than ever before.
We’ve been the beneficiary of generous land donations. We’ve seen stable
membership levels and continued support. And the Fall Festival & Art
Show was one of the highest attended on record.
Those of us who work behind the scenes at Beaver Brook are
overcome with gratitude. We are delighted by the new faces we’ve seen,
are humbled by the consistent involvement from our volunteers, and are
deeply thankful for the generous support that has come in so many forms.
Next year has a lot of exciting things in store and we look forward to
sharing them with all of you!

beaverbrook.org

BeaverBrookHollis

BeaverBrookHollis
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TRIBUTE TO FRED LYFORD:
Decades of Dedication to Beaver Brook
By Drew Kellner, Member of the Corporation

I

Fred Lyford at a Volunteer Lunch

Fred & Millie with Shirley Cohen

Fred Lyford & Pete Smith
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had the great pleasure to work alongside
Fred Lyford when I was president of
the Beaver Brook Board and he was our
executive director. In 2010 our former
executive director left to explore other
opportunities and Fred graciously
stepped forward to take the position as a
volunteer. Fred had a long history with
the organization stretching back many
decades and to him this was just one
more way he could offer his support. The
organization was in a period of change and still
feeling the budget pressure of the 2008 stock market crash; Fred was precisely
the person the organization needed in that moment.
Many knew Fred as a successful businessman, but those who were
fortunate to interact with him knew him best by the enormity of his heart
and a smile that could diffuse any situation. Fred brought his compassion to
the staff and helped the organization mend itself down to its core. Staff was
recognized for their great efforts and were treated to meals that
Fred and his wife, Millie, hosted at their house periodically to show this
appreciation (we all were treated to their cooking at Fall Festival). The public
was greeted with warmth and donors were thanked with sincere gratitude.
I viewed Fred as a bit of a mentor; he had a half-century more experience
than I did and was generous with his time teaching me the things he had
learned. I recall sitting alongside him as I had to share difficult news to an
employee and while the subject matter was not pleasant, he made sure that the
conversation was handled with dignity and caring. I learned the importance of
thanking the family of volunteers because they often work just as hard, though
are not always in the spotlight. Fred was one such volunteer who had the
tremendous support of his wife, Millie!
Thank you to the Lyford family for all the decades of unwavering support.
We will miss you Fred.

Dave Tully, Sandra Solka, Drew Kellner, Millie & Fred

Fred, Dave Tully & Drew Kellner
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MAPLE HILL
GARDEN NEWS
By Paula Babel, Maple Hill Garden Manager

T

he Maple Hill Gardeners
are an exceptional group of
people who lovingly maintain
our beautiful gardens. They
work diligently and thoroughly
in some extreme weather
conditions. They are a close-knit
group who care deeply for each
other and for the good of Beaver
Brook Association. I wish to
thank each and every one of the
gardeners that I have had the
pleasure to work alongside for
the last six years.

left to right: Michele Wall, Vicki Graw, Beth Rogers, Kristin Hamblett, Paula Babel,
Judy Nauman, Sandy Jeffery

ONE WOMAN’S
LEGACY FOR
BEAVER BROOK

B

eaver Brook Association was generously
named a beneficiary of the Carolyn E.
Hackett Revocable Trust. Carolyn was a lifelong
friend of Beaver Brook and is remembered as kind,
humble, and always willing to help. She loved

being a close neighbor of our trails and enjoyed the
tranquility provided by our protected lands. Her
gift will help preserve the woods, trails, and quiet
experiences she so loved for future generations.

To learn more about legacy giving, please contact Executive Director Lindsay Jones at (603) 465-7787.
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FIELD NOTES

Clubmoss “Candles” By Bruce Lund

W

ell before dinosaurs walked the earth, 40-foot-tall tree-size ferns,
horsetails, and clubmosses flourished in the tropical climate
of the 400-million-year-old Carboniferous Period. We find their
fossils preserved in coal deposits around the world and their modern
descendants are with us in BBA’s woods and wetlands today.
With bright yellow “candles” at
their stem tops, the prince’s pine is
the most common clubmoss found
in BBA’s woods. Huge numbers of
microscopic yellow reproductive
spores are produced among barely
visible leaves located on the “candle.”
When released, they appear as a
yellow puff of smoke.

BRUCE LUND SHARES NATURE

A

fter obtaining a biology degree from Springfield
College and a master’s in botany from UMass
Amherst, Bruce Lund worked as a Ranger-naturalist
at the Cape Cod National Seashore, managed the
Massachusetts Audubon Society’s Broadmoor
Wildlife Sanctuary for over ten years, directed
nature centers in Georgia and Nebraska, managed
properties for the Nature Conservancy in New York
and Nevada, served as a US Forest Service Botanist
in Nevada, and participated in scads of plant and
bird field studies throughout the Southwest. After
“retiring” to Nashua and becoming a regular BBA
trail walker, Bruce proposed writing Field Notes
as a way of sharing his nature discoveries and
photographs with the BBA community.

LAND PROTECTION:
THANK YOU TO OUR
RECENT DONORS

FA LL 2021

B

eaver Brook Association
extends a sincere thank
you to the Hildreth Family,
who donated 35 acres and an
anonymous donor, who also
donated 35 acres, in Hollis and
Brookline. These gifts will ensure
the undisturbed protection
of wildlife, trails, and scenic
overlooks. We are honored to
protect them in perpetuity.
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40TH ANNUAL

I

t was wonderful to celebrate Beaver Brook
Association’s 40th Annual Fall Festival and Art
Show with over 3,000 visitors—both familiar faces
and new members of the community. Thank you to
all the entertainers for making the day memorable
for all: Carriage Shack Farm, Eyes on Owls,
Wingmasters, Wildlife Encounters, Coyote Bleux,
Kukuleles, Robie Bones, Amy Conley, Vicki Ciofrone
from Cluck and Baa Farm, Flying Gravity Circus,
Merrimack Valley Beekeepers Association, and
Upbeat New Hampshire Strings Orchestra.

Hand spun yarns, hats, and mittens from Cluck and Baa Farm

Maple Hill Gardeners

Flying Gravity Circus

Owl Show

Lawner Family
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Art Show

Quiet Conversation

Bucky and Parker

BEAV ER BROOK

ART SHOW WINNERS
PHOTOGRAPHY
1st Place:
Artist:
2nd Place:
Artist:
3rd Place:
Artist:

“Snowbird”
Brenda McDougald
“Hidden Gem”
Suzanne Blanchard
“Peaceful Peeper”
Cindy Reichling-Garruba

ALL OTHER MEDIA

ART SHOW

Gallery displaying work from our
Featured Artist Robert Heyer.

1st Place:
Artist:
2nd Place:
Artist:
3rd Place:
Artist:

“A Bend in the Creek”
Pam Short
“Unseen Forces”
Katie Roberts
“Fall Cardinal”
Diane Orzel

PEOPLES’ CHOICE — TIE
Title:
Artist:
Title:
Artist:

“Contemplation”
Cindy Reichling-Garruba
“Adoringly”
Howard Muscott

BEST IN SHOW
Title: “Celebration”
Artist: Elouise Lane Quadros
BEST IN THEME
Title: “Spirit of Sunset”
Artist: Howard Muscott

CHILDREN’S WINNERS
KINDERGARTEN–GRADE 2

Faunus with her Peoples’ Choice Award.

“Contemplation”: Peoples’ Choice Award

1st Place:
Artist:
2nd Place:
Artist:

“Monson”
Harrison Bates
“Rainbow Turtle”
Parker Jones

GRADES 3–6
1st Place:
Artist:
2nd Place:
Artist:

“Colors of Fall”
Ethan Moore
“Hummingbird”
Saanvika Mallem

GRADES 9–12
1st Place:
Artist:
2nd Place:
Artist:

Pennichuck Pond
Evalina Garuba
“American Goldfinch
Mrithula Premchanth

BEST IN SHOW
Title: “Ball of Hedgehog”
Artist: Faunus Moffroid
BEST IN THEME

Ethan with his award winning artwork, “Colors of Fall”
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Title: “Bobcat”
Artist: Elizabeth Fournier
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BITTERSWEET CHANGES AT MAPLE HILL FARM

T

wo key and long-standing members of the Beaver Brook team,
Thom Davies and Celeste Philbrick Barr, retired this year and their
replacements, Lindsay Jones and Becky Kellner have been welcomed in
their new roles.
Thom Davies retired as volunteer executive director in the spring after a
distinguished nine-year career with BBA. During Thom’s tenure, he shepherded
many successful initiatives to completion and lead the team through the most
challenging times of the pandemic. His upbeat and positive attitude lifts the
spirits of everyone he meets. Thom was dedicated to deepening connections
with the community and his leadership strengthened and expanded these bonds.
Thom, while stepping down from his active management responsibilities,
continues to represent Beaver Brook as a volunteer at various community events,
fundraising, and land preservation efforts.
Lindsay Jones began as full-time executive director in June. Lindsay brings a
passion for conservancy and love for the outdoors combined with marketing
and communications savvy gained from a successful career in entrepreneurial
business environments.
“Lindsay is a motivational leader who will champion Beaver Brook’s
vision,” said Jay Nannicelli, president of Beaver Brook’s board of trustees. “She
will be instrumental in helping to develop and execute our strategy and lead
our highly dedicated team of professionals into a strong future.”
Lindsay lives in Hollis with her husband and two young children. They
love spending time entertaining at home with family and friends, hiking, and
tending their gardens, chickens, and bees.

Thom Davies with Bucky

Lindsay Jones

Celeste Philbrick Barr retired this fall as education director after 24 years
of dedication. During her tenure at BBA, Celeste developed outstanding
educational programming, managed a robust scholarship program, and
developed numerous community partnerships. The team will miss Celeste’s
get-it-done attitude and are thrilled that she will continue as part of the BBA
family as an environmental educator.
This October we welcomed Becky Kellner as the new program director. For the
past five years, Becky has played a key role in the education department with her
expertise in the field of education and leadership skills. The role was previously
titled “education director” but changed to “program director” to more accurately
reflect the breadth of offerings Beaver Brook provides the community.
“Becky is committed to excellence and furthering our mission,” said
Lindsay Jones, executive director. “She is deeply connected to the community
and brings ideas to the table that inspire and will help us adapt to an everchanging world.”
Becky lives in Brookline, NH, with her husband and two children.
Together as a family they enjoy all things outside such as hiking, sailing, and
skiing and value all aspects of living in New Hampshire.
Please join us in congratulating these outstanding individuals for all their
accomplishments past, present, and to come.
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Celeste Philbrick Barr

Becky Kellner
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SUMMER CAMP 2021: “MEET US OUTSIDE”

W

e sorely missed our summer camps in 2020
that were cancelled due to the COVID-19
pandemic. We were thrilled to welcome this beloved
offering back for the 2021 season!
Summer camp ran successfully with a focus on
safety, small groups and being outdoors. We had
flexible curriculum allowing each teacher the creative
ability to explore all that our campus has to offer.
“Meet us outside” was our theme and our campers
did just that. They enjoyed a summer full of ponding,
cooking over a campfire, building forts, long hikes,
playing “Eagle Eye,” catching crayfish, finding “Bucky
Beaver” in the woods, making new friends, and trying
new things. Even the amount of rain we received
didn’t slow us down!
We opened registration earlier than usual, in
March, and sessions filled up quickly. With extended
wait lists, we were able to expand our offerings so
that more children could have the opportunity to
experience summer camp at Beaver Brook.
Our summer camp community certainly expanded
as we welcomed many new campers and even a few
new counselors. Over the seven weeks of camp we
served 395 campers and are proud to say we had no
COVID-19 related outbreaks.

Due to generous contributions from individuals,
our Smith/Woods Scholarship Fund, and the Kathy
Bond Scholarship Fund, we distributed $3,135 in
tuition scholarships to 11 deserving campers.

My son smiled at the end of the first day and
announced, “I made a friend.” I haven’t heard
him say that since before COVID. Thank you.
—2021 Camp Parent
Summer camp can’t be summarized without
mentioning the amazing contributions of our
summer camp staff. We had 28 incredible summer
teachers and counselors this year! These teachers and
counselors came to camp every day excited to offer
unique outdoor experiences for all our campers while
providing them with a sense of normalcy in what was a
tough year.
May the memories of wonderful summer
experiences fill your minds this winter, and as Henry
David Thoreau stated, “One must maintain a little bit
of summer, even in the middle of winter.”
Keep your eyes open as summer camp sign-ups
will begin in late winter/early spring for the 2022
camp season. See you outside and happy trails to you.

UPCOMING LATE FALL AND EARLY WINTER PROGRAMS
Adults:
• Guided full moon hikes
• Specialty classes with Rivka
• Wreath making

FA LL 2021

Families and Children:
• Free Monday storytime
• Family guided hikes
• Parent/child wreath making
• Winter Solstice family event

For the latest information and
registration, visit our website at
www.beaverbrook.org.
Private small group experiences
are available upon request; contact
Program Director Becky Kellner at
bkellner@bbanature.org.
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HISTORY CORNER:
A Page from Bertha Colburn’s Journal

F

ollowing is a 1884 journal entry from Bertha Colburn who lived with her
family at the farm on Ridge Road—now Maple Hill Farm where Beaver
Brook’s offices reside. Bertha was a very descriptive writer and gave many
“speeches” around town. Her journal entries draw a lovely picture of Hollis from
over 130 years ago. In this fall entry, she covers many topics: the beauty of the fall
frost, the chestnut-stealing sheep, the Pepperell Fair, grape harvesting, and the
loss of the family dog!
Hollis, October 19, 1884.
It is growing cold now. Winter will soon be here. We are
warned of his coming by numerous coming signs. We know
that these cold winds, which we often feel now are the breath
from his nostrils, and that sly Jack Frost who has ripped our
beautiful flowers, is one of his servants, who goes before to
prepare for the coming of the mighty king. We have even had a
little snow squall as a foretaste of coming storms. Nevertheless,
Summer will not easily give up her sceptre and she gives us
some warm sunshiny days, and now that the flowers are dead,
puts sweet scented yellow blossoms on all the wild wych-hazel
bushes. Even Jack Frost does some good. He paints the leaves
of the trees bright red and yellow and crimson and brown.
The most beautiful and inimitable shades by his swift brush.
Never has there been an autumn in my remembrance when
the maple and oaks put on such brilliant fall suite. I noticed
the other day what I have noticed a number of years, that
two maples beside the road, standing about a yard apart and
apparently being just alike, have changed their leaves one to a
brilliant red and one to a bright yellow. I mean to find out if
the trees are of the same kind and try and solve the mystery.
We have been troubled every year more or less by the
Worcester’s sheep, which are kept in a large pasture adjoining
ours. This fall they have begun to get out and eat our chestnuts.
They pick them up as fast as they drop and nearly every day we
get them out. The last time the boys came after them mother went
out and gave them a good scolding. We hope it will do some good.
I don’t know how many dollars worth they have eaten.
Last week, no, a week ago last Thursday we went down
to Pepperell Fair. We went to dinner and found it not very
good; but the after dinner speeches by distinguished guests
were pithy and entertaining. The exhibit in the hall was very
good but did not hardly come up to Hollis. The day was cold,
and in the evening, father and the boys went up to the garden
and picked some grapes. But some were not ripe and those on
the boardfence father considered safe, yet they were all frost
bitten that night. Even their leaves did not save them. But
they did not taste bad and father carried some to Nashua and
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sold them. Last Tuesday it was very cold so father, mother
and I picked grapes all day. Nearly night we sent word to
the neighbors that they might come and pick the remainder,
if they thought them fit to eat or cook. So not many were left,
except those which rattled off the clusters on to the ground.
Father got five cents a pound for them, which is better than
he can get for the best some years: but this year they are scarce
around here. I was just a little tired Tuesday night and the
next morning I was so stiff that I could hardly bend. Celia
Colburn came down from school with Minnie that night to
get some grapes. We all three slept in the wide bed in the parlor
chamber; but I had a hard time to keep them from laughing.
We miss Dick (the family dog) so much—for dear old
Dick is dead. He had been quite smart of late and the day
of Pepperell Fair we left him loose. The next day he would
not eat and two days after he died. Father says it was his
old complaints, but Charlie says he was poisoned, either
intentionally or by accident. Poor dog! How much he had
gone through being poisoned two or three times, and bit and
mangled by those two dogs who set upon him in the woods.
But he has been a faithful watchdog and probably saved us
much property. I am afraid we shall never get his equal again.

Beaver Brook co-founder Jeff Smith (far right) and then Beaver
Brook director Kurt Olson (third from right) walk with a group of
hikers at Beaver Brook, early 1970s.
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BECKY KELLNER

DENISE SWEENY

NEW BEGINNINGS AT
BEAVER BROOK

T

JACKIE ROBIDOUX
JACKIE ROBIDOUX

DENISE SWEENY

DENISE SWEENY

his fall, two groups of five rehabilitated
raccoons and two red foxes were released
back into the wild at Beaver Brook. Millstone
Wildlife Center in Windham determined our
land had healthy food and water sources along
with plenty of space for the released animals to
assimilate into the existing population.
Millstone rescues local injured or
orphaned mammals—from bats and skunks
to woodchucks, flying squirrels, and Eastern
Cottontail rabbits—and cares for them until
they are able to survive in their natural habitat.
Millstone’s executive director Frannie
Greenberg described the raccoons as a “band
of brothers.” They were spring baby orphans
all found separately and raised together. Fall is
a safe time for release by providing the animals
time to find a den and discover food sources
before winter sets in.
Millstone focuses on both education and
co-existence between people and wildlife. Like
many nonprofits, Millstone relies solely on
private donations. For more information, visit
their Facebook page @MillstoneWildlifeCenter.

PHOTOGRAPHER MEMBERSHIPS

S

o many special memories are made at Beaver Brook and we
welcome Photographer Members to capture these moments.

Interested in a Photography Session at Beaver Brook?
Choose from many Photographer Members that have
partnered with Beaver Brook to ensure scheduling and
availability to meet everyone’s needs.
Become a Photographer Member
One of the many benefits enjoyed by our Photographer
Members is our reservation booking system that grants
access to our most popular spots during some of our
busiest times.
Visit beaverbrook.org/photographer-membership/
for a list of Photographer Members or to become
a member.

FA LL 2021
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BENEFITS OF
MEMBERSHIP

Membersh
ip
Card

ASSOC
IATION

In Apprecia

tion of

The generosity and commitment
of its members contribute to
Exp. Date
Beaver Brook’s success.
for your kin
d and gene
rous gift.
Your membership allows us to:
• offer year-round environmental education programs for all ages, all income
groups, and learning styles
• actively manage our property and trails using sound conservation practices
• continue our efforts to further protect land
• map and clear 35 miles of trails and 9 Trailhead parking areas.
You will receive a 10% discount on all our programs, invitations to special events,
and early summer camp registration. You also will receive free admission to 189 of
our partner nature centers across North America (ANCA).





$1000+
$500
$250

Global
Biosphere
Biome





$150
$75
$50

Ecosystem
Community/Family
Individual

GENERAL INFORMATION
Alpine Grove

Beaver Brook Association is a mission-driven, privately held, non-profit
organization dedicated to promoting the interrelationships in the natural world
and encouraging the conservation of natural resources through education and
land stewardship.
Thanks to the generous support of our community through memberships and
donations, we are able to provide free public access to our grounds 365 days a
year, from dawn until dusk. When planning your hike, consult the map first.

Keefe Family Foundation
d
Lending
a Helping Hand to Those in Nee
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Non-profit
Organization
U.S. Postage

To preserve the Beaver Brook environment:
• We allow dogs on a leash and ask owners to clean up after their pets.
• We allow horseback riders and mountain bikers on designated
multi-purpose trails.
• We do not allow any hunting or specimen collecting on Beaver Brook property.
• Motorized recreational vehicles, including electric bicycles, are
not allowed.
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